Instructions to Prepare for Your Skype Meeting:

1. As per WVSOM Policy E-23, following a failure on COMLEX, you must meet with the ONBEC and Associate Dean for Predoctoral Clinical Education or their representatives. Most commonly, this will be Drs Pepper and Carrier. We also often include a representative from ASPIRE.

2. Search Commercial Skype for: Raeann Carrier. The correct connection has Dr. Carrier's picture and states “Lewisburg, WV”.

3. If you only have business Skype, please notify Dr. Carrier by email and use rcarrier@osteowvsom.edu on business Skype.

4. Call in at the assigned time. Please try to be punctual, as we often have several calls scheduled on the same day.

Prior to the Call:

- Review WVSOM Policy and Procedure E-23, especially on the length of prep tracks.
- Review the NBOME web site on possible examination dates.
- If you feel that you may need an intensive focused review and would benefit from structure, research residential review courses such as Wolf Pacc or PASS.

Items to Have Readily Available:

- Your COMLEX score sheet from the NBOME.
- Passwords and account names if you used USMLE, COMQUEST, or question banks other than COMBANK/TRUELEARN.
- A list of any programs that you used to study for the exam (i.e. DIT, Boards Boot Camp, etc.).
- Write down any specific questions you have about the prep track and examination process.